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Abstract

Integrating an adaptive Intelligent Tutor-

ing System (ITS) in real-life school con-

texts requires coverage of the official cur-

ricula, which necessitates a broad range

and number of activities to practice the

official set of language phenomena. In

the context of developing an adaptive ITS

for English as a Foreign Language, we

propose a method to automatically derive

rich activity models from ordinary exer-

cise specifications. The method identifies

the language means being covered from

the curriculum by processing the language

used in the exercise and exemplary an-

swers.

The analysis serves two purposes: First, it

informs material developers about the ex-

tent to which the materials appropriately

cover the language means to be practiced

according to the curriculum. Second, it

helps establish a direct link between rich

activity and learner models, as needed for

adaptively sequencing activities.

The approach includes (1) an NLP-based

information extraction module annotating

language means using a pedagogically-

informed categorization, and (2) a tool to

generate activity models offering informa-

tion on the language properties of each ac-

tivity in quantitative, qualitative, specific

or aggregated terms. We exemplify the

benefits of the method proposed in the de-

sign of materials for an ITS for language

learning used in school.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons At-
tribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

1 Introduction

Foreign language teaching and learning in schools

is typically regulated by education policy makers

in state or national curricula that define which lan-

guage aspects should be mastered in which grade.

The curricula guide the creation of learning mate-

rials and textbooks, with publishing houses devel-

oping the materials for each grade, often followed

by a government authority confirming whether the

material appropriately covers the curriculum.

While the curriculum characterizes the envi-

sioned language learning goals, teachers know

that every student learns and makes progress in

different ways. The substantial heterogeneity of

classes in principle requires differentiation strate-

gies that cater to the diverse learning paces and

processes (Tomlinson, 2015), a highly non-trivial

task (Martin-Beltrán et al., 2017). Instruction

strategies supported by Intelligent Tutoring Sys-

tems (ITSs) have been shown to be effective, with

most approaches targeting STEM subjects (Ma

et al., 2014; VanLehn, 2011), but some recent

work also focusing on foreign language learning

(Choi, 2016; Meurers et al., 2019).

Complementing face-to-face instruction with

ITSs makes it possible to support individual lan-

guage learners by allowing them to practice with

scaffolding feedback (Meurers et al., 2019). In ad-

dition, adaptive ITSs can select and sequence ac-

tivities based on their difficulty in relation to the

learner’s knowledge and the learning goal, which

presupposes the existence of both an activity and

a learner model.

In this paper, we introduce an approach that fa-

cilitates the automatic derivation of activity mod-

els that can be used to assess curriculum compli-

ance and support individual learning sequences in

line with the principles of instructed Second Lan-

guage Acquisition (Loewen and Sato, 2017).
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Figure 1: EGP example descriptors for grammatical accuracy for CEFR A1 level

After introducing related work on identifying

language phenomena in learner language and in

activity models in section 2, we describe the im-

plementation context of our approach and the re-

sources developed in section 3. We then present

and exemplify the process of generating activity

models in section 4, showcase the application of

the approach in the educational context in terms

of curriculum coverage and ITS development in

section 5, and conclude with a discussion of limi-

tations and future work.

2 Related work

Learning a foreign language requires being ex-

posed to, practicing and producing the language

in question (Gass and Mackey, 2013). A range

of pedagogical techniques are designed to engage

learners in functionally using language, and a bal-

ance between fluency and accuracy as well as be-

tween receptive and productive skills is sought

(Brown, 2007). Integrating ITSs in a school con-

text has the potential advantage of enabling teach-

ers to focus on the communicative aspects of lan-

guage in the classroom, while the system supports

individualized learning of grammar, vocabulary,

listening and reading skills – aspects where in-

dividual differences also play an important role

(Dörnyei and Skehan, 2003).

The definition of fine-grained foreign language

curricula including a formal specification of lan-

guage structures based on communicative goals

is an endeavor argued for by modern approaches

to language instruction (Estaire and Zanón, 1994;

Bachman and Palmer, 1996). However, the link

between the communicative goals and the linguis-

tic syllabus is rarely made explicit in practice.

In an effort to spell out aspects of the CEFR

linguistic competence scales (Council of Europe,

2020, p. 130), the English Grammar Profile (EGP)

Project1 and Pearson’s Global Scale of English2

have compiled databases linking can-do state-

ments to vocabulary and grammar structures.

They include detailed information on the linguis-

tic structures as well as the mastery levels at which

such structures are produced (not just taught).

The EGP organizes its inventory based on

19 super-categories3 (from adjectives to verbs

over adverbs, clauses, etc.), with up to ten

sub-categories each (e.g., for the super-category

present, the sub-categories are simple and contin-

uous). For each sub-category, a number of level-

specific can-do statements is provided. Figure 1 il-

lustrates the first three items for the super-category

present (tenses) for the CEFR level A1, including

both form and functional use characterizations.

The EGP is designed to help analyze and eval-

uate learner productions. To analyze teaching ma-

terials, verify curriculum coverage and generate

activity models supporting adaptive selection and

sequencing in an ITS, we need to go a step fur-

ther and analyze the language in the input given

that it “[i]s an essential component for learning in

that it provides the crucial evidence from which

learners can form linguistic hypotheses” (Gass and

Mackey, 2015). When considering practice, we

need to analyze the learner activities to determine

which language students are expected to produce.

The few language tutoring systems that so far

have been developed and used in real-life contexts

(Heift, 2010; Nagata, 2009; Amaral and Meurers,

2011; Choi, 2016; Ziai et al., 2018) are based on

manual activity specifications and do not provide

a fine-grained characterization of the language

means they cover. While some research tackles

the task of automatically annotating texts with lin-

1https://englishprofile.org/english-grammar-profile
2https://english.com/gse/teacher-toolkit/user/grammar
3https://englishprofile.org/english-grammar-profile/

grammatical-categories
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guistic properties to support language-aware docu-

ment retrieval (Chinkina and Meurers, 2016) or in-

put enrichment and enhancement (Meurers et al.,

2010), the work so far fell short of generating

tutoring system activities that are pedagogically

linked to a linguistic syllabus or curriculum.

The approach we are presenting in this paper

goes a step further in automatically deriving fine-

grained metalinguistic characterizations of the lan-

guage used in or elicited by some given learning

material, including both the linguistic phenomena

targeted by the materials as well as those inciden-

tally occurring in it.

3 Implementation context and resources

The research presented here is being carried out

in the context of the development of Didi (http:

//didi.schule), an adaptive ITS for English as a

Foreign Language based on the FeedBook system

(Rudzewitz et al., 2017; Meurers et al., 2018). It

integrates the feedback mechanisms from Feed-

Book and offers immediate, specific feedback on

grammar (Rudzewitz et al., 2018), spelling (Ziai

et al., 2019), and meaning (Ziai et al., 2018). In-

stead of offering exercises from an existing work-

book, the Didi system provides independent exer-

cises on more diverse levels of difficulty.

The minimal components of an ITS, such as

Didi or FeedBook, are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: ITS architecture (adapted from Amaral,

2007, p. 85)

The method we present aims at using the lin-

guistic structures identified in a given set of learn-

ing activities to link (i) language as an object of

study (language as a system), which belongs to

the expert module, (ii) language as organized and

presented in instruction materials (language as a

pedagogical goal), which is part of the instruc-

tion module, and (iii) language as knowledge that

has been or is being acquired, which is part of

the learner module (language as a competence).

The three perspectives on language need to be an-

chored in a common characterization of language

properties supporting the goals of the three mod-

ules of an ITS.

Our approach makes it possible to automatically

populate the knowledge domain as part of the ex-

pert module on the basis of the language prop-

erties of the activities in the instruction module.

The knowledge domain results as an aggregate of

all the linguistic constructions found in the activi-

ties produced by material authors and organized as

learning sequences. As we will see in section 5, it

also allows us to monitor and make explicit learner

competencies by enriching the learner model and

ultimately perform adaptive sequencing.

As a starting point, we describe three resources

that facilitate the automatization of this process:

(i) a hierarchical structure of language phenomena

relevant for English as a Foreign Language, (ii)

a general linguistic annotation module, and (iii) a

rule-based module for the annotation of language

structures.

3.1 Knowledge hierarchy

The English as a Foreign Language (domain)

knowledge of our ITS is organized as a hierarchy

that consists of three levels of characterization ex-

emplified in Figure 3. The first level includes cate-

gories such as word formation (morphology), sen-

tence structure (syntax) and language use, levels

of linguistic description common in Second Lan-

guage Acquisition and Foreign Language Instruc-

tion. Each of these categories is in turn divided

into smaller categories extracted and/or extended

from the official curriculum for secondary schools,

grades 7 to 9 (Kultusministerium, 2016, p. 50),

which is the second level of characterization. This

second level of characterization is exemplified in

Figure 3 with superlative forms of adjectives, child

nodes of the category word formation: regular

forms (reg. forms), irregular forms (irreg. forms)

and periphrastic forms (most + ADJ).

This third level of characterization is extracted

or extended from the EGP, and it maps to level

2 categories so that each level 3 element relates

to one and only one level 2 element. In Figure

3 this is exemplified with finer-grained labels for

language means that are child nodes of the level

2 element Superlative regular forms: plain regu-

lar forms (cheap - cheapest), regular forms of ad-
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Figure 3: Hierarchical knowledge structure for English as a Foreign Language.

jectives ending in -y (funny - funniest) and regular

forms ending in -e (nice - nicest). Moreover, the

language means in level 3 constitute the specifica-

tions for the automatic analysis with the rule-based

annotation tool.

3.2 Linguistic annotation

As we will describe in further detail in the follow-

ing section, the input to the annotation module is

the set of activities included in Didi.

The NLP analysis is realized in the Un-

structured Information Management Architecture

(UIMA, Ferrucci and Lally, 2004). As the first

step, each language learning exercise provided as

input is turned into a UIMA Common Analysis

Structure (CAS) object. These CAS objects are

linguistically annotated using the standard NLP

tools specified in Table 1. Then the annotated CAS

documents are exported as XMI files, the input

format for the module responsible for the anno-

tation of language means.

3.3 Annotation of language means

The module for the annotation of language means

is implemented as a set of rule-based grammars in

UIMA Ruta (Kluegl et al., 2016), a formalism and

annotator development environment within UIMA

that supports the robust and modular integration

of this functionality in the processing pipeline.

UIMA Ruta enables grammar writers to access an-

notations in the CAS that were provided by the

NLP analysis modules and offers a set of operators

and property check functions to map, review and

remove annotations at the word, phrase, clause,

sentence and document level.

Figure 4 exemplifies a UIMA Ruta rule that

NLP task tool

segmentation ClearNLP

(Choi and Palmer, 2012)

part-of-speech ClearNLP

(POS) tagging

dependency ClearNLP

parsing

lemmatization Morpha

(Minnen et al., 2001)

morphological Sfst (Schmid, 2005)

analysis

Table 1: NLP tools adding linguistic annotations

as input to UIMA Ruta

checks for the presence of a simple present tense

form and, when found, records that there is a

present simple verb form in terms of word for-

mation and, in terms of sentence structure, that

we are dealing with an affirmative sentence in the

present. It thereby translates the NLP analysis out-

put into two labels of level 3 in our knowledge hi-

erarchy of English as a Foreign Language, namely

“PresentSimpleForms” and “SyntAffirmativeSen-

tencePresentSimple”.

Currently the annotation module contains more

than 200 rules. The module includes annotators

for tenses (including present, past and future verb

forms), comparatives (including comparatives and

superlatives), passive voice, conditional sentences

types 1 and 2, and relative clauses.

4 Generation of activity models

Activity models, which belong to the instruction

module of an ITS, are particularly important for
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Figure 4: UIMA Ruta rule to annotate present verb forms and affirmative sentences.

supporting adaptive selection and sequencing of

activities for a given user since they make explicit

what the activity demands and offers.

Figure 5 shows the information included in our

activity model. The first block shows the spec-

ifications provided manually during activity cre-

ation. The second block, shown in italics, lists the

type of information added automatically using the

NLP-based and other activity-specification-based

annotation modules.

Figure 5: Linguistic enrichment of activity model

The manually determined properties include

the activity’s format (fill-in-the-blanks, multiple

choice, etc.), the actual items, each including

a prompt (textual or not), an expected answer

(which may be typed in or selected), and option-

ally distractors. Among them there is also the

learning goal, which maps to the level 2 language

phenomena introduced in section 3.1 for which the

activity has been designed. These phenomena be-

come then language target (the target is to teach or

learn them), as opposed to other language means,

which are just accompanying the target of the ac-

tivities – thus, non-target.

The automatically generated properties include

language targets of level 3, and non-targets of level

2 and level 3. Non-target means are language el-

ements present in the activities with which a spe-

cific language structure is to be practiced, but they

do not belong together. For instance, to learn the

use of comparatives, one needs to be able to pro-

duce sentences with them; therefore, a learner has

to be able to use some sentence structure (e.g.,

basic SVO) and at least one tense form (e.g., the

present simple).

The activity model also encodes the distinction

between receptive and productive skills, which is

computed on the basis of the activity’s format, not

its linguistic characteristics.

4.1 Input to NLP module

To illustrate the process, let us take a look at two

sample activities with slightly different properties.

Figure 6 shows part of a fill-in-the-blanks activity.

Figure 6: Activity C4.1 targeting superlatives

In this activity, students are given an adjective

base form that has to be turned into its superlative

form. According to specifications this is a fill-in-

the-blanks activity, with items whose prompt con-

sists of a sentence and whose answer length is a

word. In addition, the activity is labeled with the

language means in the curriculum Superlative reg-

ular forms, Superlative irregular forms and Su-

perlative most + Adj, all of which are language

means of level 2 in the hierarchy (see section 3.1).

Figure 7 shows a short answer activity. The ac-

tivity includes a sentence as a prompt and requires

complete sentence as a response. This activity gets

the level 2 label Sentences using the simple past, a

language structure appearing in the curriculum.

For this tutoring system, activity specification

requires not only writing the instructions and

Proceedings of the 10th Workshop on Natural Language Processing for Computer Assisted Language Learning (NLP4CALL 2021)
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Figure 7: Activity T8.5 on past simple negation

prompts in them but also entering a list of correct

answers. For the activity in Figure 6, the expected

answers are the superlative forms of the corre-

sponding adjectives, but for the activity in Figure

7 the expected answers are the negated version of

the sentences, such as “Emma did not play tennis”

or “You did not build a sand castle”, for the first

two items, respectively.

It is such activity specifications that are sent

to the NLP-module performing the annotation of

finer-grained language means (level 3).

4.2 Automatically generated properties

The first step of the automatic annotation process

is the identification of language means based on

the activity specification, using the NLP resources

we introduced in section 3.

The second step performed in the annotation

process distinguishes between so-called receptive

and productive skills given that any linguistic phe-

nomenon can be practiced in the context of under-

standing or producing language. What elements

of an item are considered receptive or produc-

tive depends on the activity type. For fill-in-the-

blanks activities, such as the one in Figure 6, the

text in the expected answers for each blank con-

stitutes the productive part (e.g, “coolest” in the

first gap). In contrast, the language found in the

text surrounding the blanks is handled as recep-

tive since learners use them to complete the an-

swer (e.g., “I think Minecraft is the . . . (cool)

game.”). For short answer tasks, the receptive part

are the prompts, and the productive parts are the

answers to be elicited from the learners. For exam-

ple, in Figure 9, the prompt “Emma played tennis”

from the activity shown in Figure 7 is analyzed as

language practiced in receptive mode (SyntAffir-

mativeSentenceSimplePast), while “Emma didn’t

play tennis.” is language practiced in the produc-

tive mode (SyntNegativeSentenceSimplePast).

4.3 Information visualization

On this basis, we can systematically visualize the

language means found in a given activity. Didi in-

cludes a visualization module that uses spider web

charts to present this information.

Figure 8 illustrates the output for the fill-in-

the-blanks activity targeting superlative forms we

saw in Figure 6. We see that language means

at the word and sentence level are classified as

receptive or productive. For instance, a target

goal at the word level, SuperlativeFormRegular-

HigherDegree, is classified as receptive once for

“coolest”, which is given as a sample answer,

and as productive multiple times for gaps such

as “tallest” and “longest”, appearing in items

2 and 3 of the activity, respectively. At the

sentence level, the target language means Affir-

mativeSuperlativeSentence and InterrogativeSu-

perlativeSentence are classified as productive, cor-

responding to the sentence containing the ex-

pected answer. Non-target means, such as Synt-

AffirmativeSentencePresentSimple, the rule for

which was exemplified in Figure 4, are also rep-

resented in the spider web chart and can also be

classified as receptive or productive.

Similarly, Figure 9 shows the spider web chart

for the activity we saw in Figure 7, the one on

the negative sentences in the past. In this activity,

the affirmative sentences given as the prompts are

classified as receptive, for instance, as SyntAffir-

mativeSentenceSimplePast at the sentence level.

The expected answers contain the language mean

SyntNegativeSentenceSimplePast, also at the sen-

tence level and are classified as productive. In

this activity, the annotation does not include non-

target language means outside of the learning unit

on tenses.

5 Applications of the approach

The approach described to enrich activity models

is useful both from a pedagogical perspective for

the design and selection of activities in relation to

the curriculum and from the perspective of design-

ing adaptive tutoring systems, where it supports

the implementation of activity sequencing.
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Figure 8: Visualization of annotated language means for activity C4.1

Figure 9: Visualization of annotated language means for activity T8.5

5.1 Evaluating curriculum coverage

A first approach to evaluating curriculum cover-

age can be carried out at the most abstract level of

description, as in Table 2.

The table shows the number of automatically

identified target and non-target language means

at the receptive and productive level for the cur-

rent set of activities implemented in four learning

units. Pedagogically speaking, the table reflects

that there are in total 845 opportunities either to

produce (482) or to understand (363) one of the

target language means of the tenses topic. We can

also see that the numbers for the other three topics

(comparatives, conditional sentences type 2 and

elative clauses) are smaller. This tells us about the

number of activities written for each of the top-

ics which, as shown in the last column, is quite

imbalanced – productive target language means in

tenses amount to 56% of the opportunities to pro-

duce a piece of language in the current version of

the materials.

The table also indicates that while tenses, com-

paratives and conditional sentences present a rel-

atively balanced number of opportunities to prac-

tice target productive and receptive skills, relative

clauses has a very low proportion (7%) of oppor-

tunities to practice target receptive skills. In this

case a manual inspection of the activities in rela-

tive clauses confirms that the sequence of activi-

ties includes much more production activities than

receptive ones.

If we take a look at the numbers under non-

target language means, we see these are much

higher and proportionally bigger for comparatives,

conditional sentences type 2 and relative clauses.

For instance, for comparatives the total number of

non-target language means adds up to 417 (121
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Table 2: Language means automatically identified in the activities of four learning units
TARGET NON-TARGET

LEARNING UNIT PROD. REC. PROD. REC. ACTIVITIES

tenses 482 363 133 152 49
comparatives 84 107 121 296 27
cond. sent. type 2 209 237 404 672 30
relative clauses 95 7 263 301 20
TOTAL 870 714 921 1,421 126

+ 296) while the total number of target language

means adds up to 191 (84 + 107). A plausible ex-

planation for this is the fact that although the learn-

ing of comparatives often focuses on word forma-

tion (building its forms) or some essential syntac-

tic patterns (... ADJ than ..., ... as ADJ as ...), it is

usually learned in the context of comparing differ-

ent options (e.g., travel preferences, product prices

and quality, etc.); since making comparisons re-

quires the use of sentences that include different

tenses and structures, a variety of non-target struc-

tures is expected here. Similar interpretations can

be made for conditional sentences type 2 and rel-

ative clauses, two topics for which the use of sen-

tences with all their underlying properties is re-

quired.

Finer-grained analyses of curriculum coverage

are possible by quantifying the language means in-

cluded in the materials as shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3: Tenses: distribution of language means

by level 1 categories
TARGET NON-TARGET

CATEGORY PROD. REC. PROD. REC.
Word formation 248 233 95 106
Sentence structure 224 107 38 39
Language use 10 23 0 7
TOTAL 482 363 133 152

Table 3 offers a level 1 characterization of the

opportunities to learn word formation, sentence

structure and language use at the receptive and

productive level on the unit on tenses. We can

see that target language means are relatively pro-

portionate between word formation and sentence

structure, but not language use. At the same time,

non-target means are much more frequent in word

formation than in the other two categories.

Table 4 offers an even finer-grained represen-

tation of the distribution of language means – in

this case for the category word formation in tenses.

The table shows both target and non-target lan-

guage means in productive and receptive skills.

The horizontal line that divides the table in lan-

guage means that are genuinely part of the gram-

mar topic tenses and those that are not part of it.

Looking at the table, we can confirm that the

unit on tenses has: (i) much more practice oppor-

tunities on the formation of irregular verbs (228

as target and 37 as non-target), than on any other

verb form. However, we also see that some of

the language means that are genuinely part of the

grammar topic tenses are also used as non-target.

This can be explained by activities in which a verb

form is used to give a context in which then an-

other verb form can be used. For instance, when

practicing the past continuous forms, one will of-

ten see the pattern “while VP-PAST PARTICIPLE

FORM ..., VP-PAST SIMPLE”.

Now whether the presence and distribution of

the language means as found in the learning ac-

tivities in these units actually leads to mastery or

not and whether they are compliant with a specific

curricula is not within the scope of this paper. The

goal of the paper is to show that this kind of eval-

uation is possible thanks to the information made

explicit by the automated annotation strategy.

5.2 Automatic derivation of learner models

The rich activity models enable the ITS to gener-

ate learner models that track the progress of indi-

vidual learners across activities. This serves two

purposes: first, to inform learners about their ob-

served competence in an inspectable, open learner

model (Bull and Kay, 2006) and second, to inform

the adaptive sequencing algorithm in Didi about

the current level of proficiency of learners to sug-

gest a suitable next exercise.

Whenever a learner works on an activity, the

learner model for that learner records both the lan-

guage means the learner was exposed to (i.e. the

ones appearing in the activity) and the subset of

language means that the learner was able to pro-

duce correctly. The learner model stores an up-

date making explicit the exposure and accuracy for

each level 3 language mean involved – together

with a time stamp to enable temporal tracking.

Taken together, the learner model records the dif-
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Table 4: Detailed characterization of the language means found in Tenses at the morphology level

TARGET NON-TARGET

LANGUAGE MEANS: LEVEL 2 & 3 PROD. REC. PROD. REC.
FUTURE - will 4 1 0 1
PRES. CONT. FORMS 18 1 0 0
PRES. SIMPLE FORMS: - IRREG 9 8 0 7

- MODAL 5 10 0 2
- REG 18 5 0 1

PAST CONT. FORMS 16 0 0 1
SIMPLE PAST FORMS: - DOUBCONS 6 18 3 5

- IN -Y 7 10 3 5
- IN -E 17 24 5 12

- IRREG 111 116 17 20
- MODAL 2 5 0 1

- REG 35 35 13 18
COMPARATIVE INTENS.: - DOUBCONS 0 0 1 1

- REG 0 0 0 2
COMPARATIVE EQUAL. 0 0 0 2
IMPERATIVE FORMS 0 0 0 9
PASSIVE - SIMPLE PAST 0 0 3 3
PAST PERFECT FORMS 0 0 19 6
PRES. PERFECT FORMS 0 0 30 3
REFLEXIVE PRONOUN 0 0 0 3
REL. PRON. - SUBJECT 0 0 1 4
TOTAL 248 233 95 106

ference between what language means an exercise

exposed a learner to and which of them the learner

was able to produce. The learner model is updated

independent of whether the language means have

been marked as target or non-target.

The open learner model in Didi presents the col-

lected information structured in two levels (Figure

10). On the top, the system presents the collected

evidence aggregated for language means at level

2, providing the learner with an overview on the

performance for all the pedagogically relevant cat-

egories. If learners want to get more detailed in-

sights, the system displays a more detailed view

of language means of level 3 below the aggregate

view (bottom graph). For each of the level 2 labels,

this detailed view lists a learner’s performance for

each of the language means of level 3 belonging

to this level 2 label according to the domain model

(cf. Figure 3), distinguishing receptive from pro-

ductive skills. The learner model also presents

language structures in the dimension interactive

– learning opportunities in which language means

need to be selected as opposed to typed in, e.g., in

a multiple-choice task.

For example, in Figure 10, the category Verb-

FormsSimplePast appears in the top chart in the

south east with a long green (correct usage)

and shorter red (incorrect usage) bar. The bot-

tom chart lists all the associated child language

means, e.g., SimplePastFormsRegular or Sim-

plePastFormsModal. This allows the learner to see

which specific language means (s)he is struggling

with the most – in this example it is SimplePast-

FormsIrregular.

5.3 Combining activity and learner models

for adaptive sequencing

The learner and activity model together are the ba-

sis for the adaptive sequencing algorithm. This al-

gorithm operates at the level of subsections within

learning units, for which target structures are spec-

ified, and suggests a next suitable exercise to indi-

vidual learners. In the first step, the system iden-

tifies the target language means that still need to

be learned by filtering out all those structures for

which the learner has obtained mastery. Mastery

is assessed by comparing both the exposure to and

accuracy achieved in the language means by ex-

ternally defined thresholds in a configurable look-

back window. Exposure is measured as the num-

ber of times an exercise provided an opportunity

to practice a specific construction, and accuracy

indicates how many times a specific learner was

able to produce it correctly. The lookback win-

dow makes it possible to base decisions only on

the recent performance, so that trying out differ-

ent forms in earlier acquisition stages is not penal-

ized. In the second step, the system queries exer-

cises that contain the language means to be prac-

ticed by the learner. At this stage, Didi ranks the

queried exercises using a linguistic affinity score

by computing the closeness between the language
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Figure 10: Open learner model visualizing performance on language means at level 2 (top) and level 3

(bottom)
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means an activity offers and the current learning

goals. The third step is to rank candidate exer-

cises using pedagogically driven categories stored

in the activity model (cf. Figure 5). For exam-

ple, the adaptivity algorithm suggests closed ac-

tivity types before open activities, activities with

shorter gaps before activities with longer gaps, or

activities where inflected forms are provided be-

fore tasks without any given lexical material. The

automatically derived activity models allow for an

activity selection process that not only takes into

account what was actually learned as a target, but

also everything learned as non-target.

6 Concluding remarks and future work

The work presented here shows how combin-

ing manual and automatic annotation of learn-

ing activities facilitates the enrichment of activ-

ity models. Making the linguistic properties ex-

plicit in this way supports a link between the lan-

guage to be learned (expert model), the strategies

to present this language as a learning goal (in-

struction model), and the language competence as

recorded (learner model). The linguistically en-

riched activity models do not only take into ac-

count the language produced (or seen) when this

was a learning goal, but also the language pro-

duced (or seen) as co-material – as a consequence

of embedding the actual learning goals in more

complex linguistic structures or larger language

units.

While the approach described in this paper is

fully implemented, it represents ongoing work and

comes with certain limitations. First of all, there is

currently no gold standard against which the accu-

racy of the NLP annotation module can be eval-

uated. However, the quantification of language

means identified in the four learning units seems

to indicate good face validity.

An additional limitation of the approach is that

it only annotates language phenomena that appear

in the input materials, which are used as a basis

for specification. Comparing our aggregated an-

notations with resources such as the EGP informs

us about the areas of language for which no activi-

ties exist – or appear only as non-target, which we

have not systematically addressed yet.

Finally, the adaptivity algorithm described here

is still under development and has not been tested

in practice yet. Piloting and evaluating it in an au-

thentic school context to assess the external valid-

ity is planned for the next project phase. We will

conduct a randomized controlled field trial study

for testing the effectiveness of adaptive sequenc-

ing of activities compared to static sequences de-

fined in advance by teachers. Students across a

range of different types of secondary schools will

randomly be assigned to either the intervention

group (adaptive sequences) or control group (static

sequences). By employing a pre-post test design,

we will be able to associate learning gains with ex-

perimental conditions and to test for which types

of schools and learning goals adaptivity makes a

difference.

Our most immediate goal at this point is to fur-

ther develop both the knowledge hierarchy and

the annotation rules. The sequencing algorithm

requires a rich linguistic characterization and ex-

plicit interrelationships between specific language

means. For instance, conditional type 2 sentences

cannot be practiced if past simple forms and con-

ditional forms have not been learned. Addition-

ally, information from the expert model determin-

ing priorities between specific linguistic structures

at a given point in the instruction plan can be used

if more than one linguistic structure competes to

be the “next” one.

In the mid-term, the creation of a gold-standard

to evaluate the quality of the annotation process

is also a task that we cannot escape. Since we

have access to activities from other e-learning

platforms, we can use those to perform a semi-

automatic evaluation of the module. An evaluation

from the perspective of the end-user in terms of the

system’s efficacy will be possible as soon as the

system starts to be piloted in schools. For that pur-

pose we will simulate learning paths that will then

end up proposing “next tasks” that a teacher will

then judge as pedagogically meaningful or not.
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